Carlsberg Academy, Gamle Carlsberg Vej 15, 1799 Copenhagen V

If the gate to the Academy is closed the guest must press B 0052 on the display, - hereafter the gate will be activated manually and open slowly.

CAR
There are several underground parking spaces around the area and a limited number of spaces on the nearby roads. Please note parking fee in all areas.

TRAIN
Visit Carlsberg is about a 5-minute walk from Carlsberg Station. Just follow the bicycle/foot path running alongside the train tracks up the hill until you reach Carlsberg Conference centre. You can take the B, C or H line to Carlsberg Station.

BUS
Carlsberg Academy is a 10-minute walk from the bus stop (Kammasvej) Bus 26 runs from City Hall Square and the Central Station. Bus 8A runs from Nordhavn St.

The gate is open Friday 9:00-9:30 and Saturday 8:30-9:00. Use code outside those hours.